Modulating carrier dynamics through perovskite film engineering.
Precise morphological control in perovskite films is key to high performance photovoltaic and light emitting devices. However, a clear understanding of the interplay of morphological effects from substrate/perovskite antisolvent treatments on the charge dynamics is still severely lacking. Through detailed ultrafast optical spectroscopy, we correlate the morphology-kinetics relationship in a combination of substrate/film treated samples (i.e., plasma-cleaned vs. piranha-etched substrates and solvent (toluene)-engineered (or toluene anti-solvent treated) perovskite films). Our findings reveal that toluene-dripped treatment has a more pronounced influence on the morphology of perovskite films prepared on plasma-cleaned substrates over those on piranha-etched substrates. Surprisingly, the highly effective toluene-dripping/washing approach reported in the literature increases the surface trap densities of perovskite films. Despite the marked improvements in the surface morphology of the toluene-dripped films, there is only a slight improvement in the carrier relaxation lifetimes - likely due to the competition between the morphology improvements and the increased surface trap densities. In addition, the injection of photoexcited holes to spiro-OMeTAD from toluene-dripped films on piranha-etched substrates is inhibited, possibly due to a realignment of the energy bands. Nonetheless, piranha-etching of the substrates could possibly offer an approach to improve the balance between the electron and hole diffusion lengths in the perovskite film. Importantly, our findings would help unravel the complex relationship of substrate/film treatments on the morphology and charge kinetics in perovskite thin films.